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Abstract—Achieving fast, scalable, and cost-effective genome
analytics is always important to open up a new frontier in
biomedical and life science. Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK), an
industry-standard genome analysis tool, improves its scalability
and performance by leveraging Spark and HDFS. Spark with
HDFS has been a leading analytics platform in a past few
years, however, the system cannot exploit full advantage of cloud
elasticity in a recent modern cloud. In this paper we investigate
performance characteristics of GATK using Spark with HDFS
and identify scalability issues. Based on a quantitative analysis,
we introduce a new approach to utilize Cloud Object Storage
(COS) in GATK instead of HDFS, which can help decoupling
compute and storage. We demonstrate how this approach can
contribute to the improvement of the entire pipeline performance
and cost saving. As a result, we demonstrate GATK with IBM
COS can achieve up to 28% faster than GATK with HDFS. We
also show that this approach can achieve up to 67% cost saving
in total, which includes the time for data loading and whole
pipeline analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As an increase of rapid development of Next Generation
Sequencing (NGS) technologies, genome analysis has become
an emerging research area in bioinfomatics. Thus, this new
research capability attracts a lot of interest from bio-scientists
who want to perform genome analysis such as Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) genotyping, genetic variants
identification, and so on. While reducing genome sequencing
cost with the NGS tools, a huge amount of genome sequencing
data has been produced day by day, usually in the range of
100GB. Therefore, it is always important to prepare a system
that can handle the immense size of data as effectively as
possible because genome analytics requires huge amount of
compute and storage resource.
Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) [1] is the most popular
and widely used open source genome analytics framework
developed by Broad Institute. GATK also provides a typical
genome variant discovery analysis workflow as a GATK Best
practice [2], which combines multiple tasks into a single
pipeline, so that various genome analytics tools (BWA and
HyplotypeCaller etc.) are integrated with GATK to ensure a
genome analysis ecosystem. Recently, GATK has leveraged
Spark [3] in order to achieve higher scalability in their analysis. As a result, GATK pipeline can accelerate genome analysis
throughput more easily as a whole by taking full advantage of

the capability of node-level and core-level parallelism in each
tool.
Meanwhile, those genome analysis tools running on Spark
assume to utilize Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
[4] as an underlying data storage implicitly. It is a natural
architectural design, because Spark is a successor to Hadoop
and HDFS can effectively manage large data over multiple
nodes in a fault-tolerant way. Besides that, the data locality
in HDFS helps to co-locate compute and storage, which can
exploit those resources as much as possible [5].
Cloud has been widely used in the last decade. Nowadays,
several famous cloud platforms such as AWS, Azure, and
IBM Cloud have become essential infrastructure to establish
large scale system, services, and applications in a scalable and
cost-effective way [6]. Cloud brings various benefits such as
availability and elasticity to our applications, and those are
effective even if the applications do not adopt cloud native
principles. In such situation, it is reasonable to move genome
analytics platforms from on-premise to clouds in terms of
cost efficiency and scalability. However, the current reference
architecture of GATK with Spark and HDFS is not ready to
adopt recent modern cloud technologies due to the limitation
of the analytics system that tightly couples compute and
storage.
Thus, there are several challenges to take full advantages
of cloud scalability in GATK pipeline. First, it is quite hard
to dynamically add or remove storage resource capacity and
nodes in HDFS. HDFS balances data pieces across all nodes
and then maintains entire file system consistency. This limitation forces us to keep a fixed number of nodes to store dataset
even if genome analysis does not require vast storage space.
In addition, we must load the entire dataset to HDFS each
time we want to adjust an adequate storage resource capacity
to the analysis pipeline. This kind of additional data loading
overhead also occurs when we launch Spark/HDFS cluster on
a cloud from scratch. Second, similar to the concern for the
storage elasticity, compute resource elasticity is also crucial
for further optimization to utilize resources more efficiently
in each stage of the analysis pipeline. Dynamic compute
resource allocation based on the analysis demands could help
to reduce the waste of unused resources. Third, workload
characterization is most important to know the capability of

optimization and also helps us to achieve both storage and
compute elasticity in GATK pipeline.
To address these challenges, in this paper, we investigate
the performance and workload characteristics of GATK-Spark
with HDFS (GATK with HDFS, in short) on a cloud environment to identify potential bottleneck and optimization
opportunities for the genome analysis pipeline first. Based
on the detailed analysis, we enable Cloud Object Storage
(COS) as a replacement for HDFS, which can help to bring
elasticity to GATK by decoupling compute and storage. With
leveraging Spark with COS in GATK, we provide a new
best practice for GATK which introduces storage elasticity
into the genome analysis pipeline. We also implement several
features in GATK to support object storage access, which
can bridge an architectural gap due to the difference between
object storage and HDFS. Then, we demonstrate that our
approach can contribute to not only performance scalability
but also saving cost on the entire pipeline execution while
comparing performance of GATK with COS and with HDFS.
In a typical variant calling pipeline with whole genome
sequencing dataset, we demonstrate that COS achieves a 9%
performance improvement than HDFS when attaching a low
throughput volume to HDFS, and is 20% worse than HDFS
when attaching a high throughput volume to HDFS. We also
found a fundamental overhead why the performance drawback
exists when utilizing COS instead of HDFS in GATK. By
eliminating the performance inhibitor, we finally show that
COS achieves a 28% performance improvement or completely
same performance than HDFS when attaching slower or faster
volumes respectively. As for the cost perspective, we indicate
that COS always has good cost performance with HDFS while
executing an entire analysis pipeline. The main contributions
of this paper are as follows.
• We characterize a typical genome analysis pipeline on
GATK with HDFS, and identify the scalability and elasticity issues in the pipeline.
• We provide a new best practice by enabling COS instead
of HDFS, showing that COS scalability and its cost
effectiveness, and then explaining the fundamental cause
of the overhead introduced by the new best practice
utilizing COS.
• We demonstrate how we can overcome the overhead,
increasing the entire pipeline performance up to 28% and
descreasing the overall costs up to 67%.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORKS
A. Genome Analysis Pipelines
GATK defines and provides a typical set of DNA sequence
analysis pipeline as GATK Best Practice [2]. Variant discovery,
which identifies genome variants in the DNA, is widely used
genomic analysis. Figure 1 explains an overall pipeline defined
in GATK, consisting of multiple steps. First step is a data
preprocessing to align vast sequences into a reference genome
and create a DNA mapping for the further analysis. There exist
several fast alignment tools, but Borrows-Wheeler Aligner
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Fig. 1. GATK Pipeline for Genome Variant Discovery

(BWA) is a popular tool based on Borrows-Wheeler Transform
(BWT) algorithm. GATK implements BWA-MEM in a first
step of the pipeline for this purpose. In this paper, we skipped
this step and used a BAM format as an input file. BAM format
is compressed binary to represent aligned sequences.
Next step is MarkDupilicates phase, which marks duplicated
fragment of sequences by utilizing reference genome data
and alignment information. This steps reads a vast amount
of genome data while comparing a large number of key value
pairs. Then, the third step is Base Quality Core Recalibration
(BQSR) phase, which adjusts quality scores for the aligned
read dataset by applying a machine learning model to correct
systematic technical sequencing machine errors.
After finishing these steps, variant discovery phase, named
Haplotype Caller, starts processing as a final step. This phase
searches all of the genome variants by comparing well known
reference genome variants. To speed up this sequence comparison phase, Haplotype Caller implements PairHMM Forward
algorithm, and several accelerator implementations are available to take full advantage of underlying CPU features, such
as native SIMD function support and OpenMP multi-threading
support. The last stage in this step materializes a final output,
VCF file, which contains all of the discovered genome variants
with some headers.
B. Analytics Engine and Storage on Cloud
Apache Spark [3] is one of the most widely used analytics
engines especially for big data processing. With applying inmemory computing style, Spark has extremely higher throughput than predecessor engines such as Hadoop. Since HDFS
[4] has been a primary data lake in on-premise analytics
environments in the past decade, the combination of Spark
and HDFS still remains as a first choice even if we move
into a cloud, because this architecture is stable and does not
require additional learning cost. Spark itself is flexible in a
backend storage for reading/writing data, so it can work well
in not only HDFS, but also with other types of storage such
as RDB, key-value store, and object storage.
Cloud object storage such as AWS S3, IBM Cloud Object
Storage (COS), and Google Cloud Storage (GCS) provides
high capacity, reliable, and cost effective managed service to
users and applications. Cloud object storage was basically
suitable for the purpose of storing large amount of data,
so it was not supposed to be a replacement file system for
applications, because disk bandwidth was always higher than
network capacity, and also disk access latency is lower than
network latency. By enabling high network capacity in a

cloud, however, instances and services within a cloud can
achieve higher throughput than ever before. This capability
makes us rethink system architectural design regarding how
much performance impact we can achieve in analytics platform
[7]. In terms of storage scalability, object storage will be an
essential piece of modern cloud which can help to decouple
compute and storage while maintaining or improving performance. Of course, object storage is not a POSIX file system,
but a storage service that can be accessible through RESTful
API; therefore, applications must take into consideration the
difference between object storage and file storage.
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Fig. 2. Architectural overview of GATK-Spark with HDFS on Cloud

A. Experiment Settings
C. Related Works
A couple of earlier works have been studied before to
address scalability problems and workload characterization
of genome analysis pipeline. SparkGA [8] is an Apache
Spark based framework for a DNA analysis pipeline, which
introduces an optimal parallel implementation of the analysis
with input load balancing and maximizing resource usage.
A successor of the work, SparkGA2 [9] improves the efficiency of data access on HDFS and reduces memory footprint
with an optimized compression method for intermediate data.
CloudGT [10] proposes a Parquet columnar based optimization to improve IO performance in several genome analysis
pipelines using Spark. Costa et al. [11] investigate performance
characteristics of genome analysis pipeline on GATK using
Spark, and introduce JVM and Spark configuration level
tuning to accelerate performance. Doppio [12] proposes a disk
IO aware Spark analytical model to estimate Spark application
behavior. It utilizes GATK analysis pipeline as a representative
workload of this work. However, all of the previous works
assume HDFS as an underlying primary storage.
Several works have investigated how big data analytics
platforms can utilize object store for their workloads. SwiftAnalytics [13] provides a system that considers data access
locality with placement control to leverage OpenStack Swift
object storage system for Spark. To easily and transparently
access data in object store from Spark application, many
storage connectors are available in Spark, such as AWS S3A
connector, IBM COS connector (i.e. Stocator [14]), OpenStack
Swift Connector, and so on. Since they ensure their connectors
over Hadoop File System APIs, application can transparently
access objects without any modifications. However, Hadoop
File System APIs are originally designed for HDFS, so some
APIs do not work well with object storage.
III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS AT S CALE
In this section, we first evaluate genome analysis pipeline
performance on GATK4 using Spark with HDFS (GATK with
HDFS, in short) to get a better understanding of the issues
on a typical Spark Hadoop analytics framework in a cloud.
We also reveal its performance characteristics and scalability
with detailed Spark application and system metrics. Based on
the results, we identity what challenges are remaining when
we run genome analysis pipeline to leverage modern cloud
scalability as much as possible.

Cloud Environment: We set up a Spark and Hadoop cluster
on IBM Cloud Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) environment. According to the cluster virtual server configuration, we launched
up to twelve mx2-32x256 instances on the same availability
zone, each equipped with 32 vCPU cores and 256 GB RAM.
We choose Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS (kernel: 4.15.0-42-generic) for
the operating system. These instances are connected with up to
16 Gbps network. We also attached two 1-TB block storages
with different IOPS profiles for each node: 3-IOPS/GB and
10-IOPS/GB. As for the storage profile, we can select several
storage IOPS profiles based on our workload requirements.
Actual storage performance with storage IOPS profiles depend
on volume size and profile limitation, so that a 1-TB volume
with 3-IOPS/GB has up to 3,000 IOPS (3K-IOPS) and a 1TB volume with 10-IOPS/GB has up to 20,000 IOPS (20KIOPS) respectively. We formatted the volumes with XFS.
These disks are utilized by not only HDFS, but also Spark
executors, because Spark requires local temporary storage to
store intermediate data for shuffling over nodes. Virtual server
settings and specifictions are summarized in Table I.
Software Stack: We installed GATK 4.1.4.1, Spark 2.4.5,
Hadoop 2.7.7, and OpenJ9 JVM 1.8.0 242-b08 on the cluster.
Software configuration tuning is always crucial to leverage
application performance as much as possible. In terms of
Spark, Hadoop, and underlying JVM parameter tuning, several
works have been already studied best configuration practice
[15][11]. Configuration tuning itself is out-of-scope in this
paper, so we borrowed knowledge on tuning from references.
As discussed in those papers, we managed multiple Spark
executors in each node; we launched four executors with 8
vCPUs, 35 GB heap, and 15 GB off-heap in each. Thus,
almost all compute and memory resources are reserved by
Spark executors. We applied default configurations to HDFS,
like three replicas, 128 MB block size, and so on.
Genome Dataset and GATK Pipeline with Spark: We
prepare an open whole genome (WGS) dataset obtained from
GATK, originally coming from the 1,000 genome project
[16]. We used WGS-G94982-NA12878-no-NC 007605.bam
as input, which has 154 GB in total. GATK also provides a reference benchmarking pipeline from aligned reads
to variant calling for Spark, named ReadsPipelineSpark,
in their repository. Based on the reference runner scripts
for the WGS dataset, we upgraded pairHMM option to
AVX LOGLESS CACHING OMP to accelerate Haplotype
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Fig. 3. Weak Scaling Performance on GATK with HDFS

Caller more with SIMD instructions and OpenMP multithreading.
Figure 2 shows an overall architecture of GATK benchmarking environment on a cloud. We prepared a driver node used
to submit GATK jobs and load data into HDFS. In addition,
the driver node manages dstat based monitoring tool to capture
various kind of system-wide metrics such as CPU, memory,
network, and disk usage while running benchmark pipeline on
all nodes. To evaluate how disk speed impacts performance,
we manage two set of Spark and HDFS which can utilize
those two types of disks separately as mentioned in the
Cloud Environment section. Therefore, 3K-IOPS or 20K-IOPS
annotation mean that both Spark and HDFS only manipulate
1TB 3K-IOPS or 20K-IOPS disk respectively while running
a benchmark.
B. GATK Workload Scalability
First we evaluate scalability of the ReadSparkPipeline workload while changing the number of nodes and total cores.
Figure 3 shows a weak scaling result with two to twelve
nodes. As shown in Figure 3, GATK ReadsSparkPipeline has
good scalability and achieved around 5.5x speedup in twelve
nodes compared to the performance in two nodes as a whole.
Focusing on the result in twelve nodes that have 384 vCPUs
and 3TB RAM in total, we finally achieved 68 minutes and
46 minutes to complete a full analytics pipeline with 3K-IOPS
and 20K-IOPS disk respectively.
Next we perform breakdown analysis on the GATK pipeline.
Table II describes characteristics of each Spark job, including
input/output data size, shuffle read/write size, and the category this job corresponds to in GATK pipeline. Although
it depends on the version of GATK and Spark, the version
of GATK we used in this paper translates an entire pipeline
shown in the Figure 1 into eight spark jobs. Each job has
different characteristics: read IO heavy, network heavy, shuffle
read/write heavy, and so on. The first four jobs represent Mark
Duplicate with Aligned Reads. WGS genome data is loaded
from HDFS in the first job, then the data is consumed in the

Memory
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Block Storage (IOPS)
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following three jobs with shuffling. The fifth job represents
BQSR in the pipeline. It performs a significant amount of
shuffle read and write in the computation. The last three jobs
represent HaplotypeCaller, which finally writes variant result
into HDFS with many data shuffles. (a) and (b) in Figure 4
show a breakdown analysis of how much time is spent in
each job. Both represent the result on two and twelve nodes
with 3K-IOPS and 20K-IOPS disk. We can observe several
characteristics with the breakdown analysis. First, disk IO
performance of jobs 0 and 1 are dominant. Although job 1
also reads the same data that job 0 has read, job 1 benefits
from Spark in-memory architecture; job 1 finishes quite faster
than job 0 because data is cached in memory as a file cache.
Moreover, job 7 is dominant in all of the entire pipelines with
the increase of nodes.
As for (c) and (d) in Figure 4, they describe how much
each job scales when increasing nodes and cores. We can
observe here that the scaling characteristics are also different
in each job and analytics pipeline stage. Regarding the first two
jobs related to MarkDuplicate, their scalabilities are bounded
by performance of disk IO and memory respectively. The
following two jobs, jobs 2 and 3 have good scaling because
they are network and memory intensive. Job 4, BQSR in a
pipeline, has also great scalability; it achieved 10x and 6x
scaling with 3K and 20K IOPS HDFS respectively. Job 7,
which is the last stage in HaplotypeCaller, accounts for half
of the time in the pipeline when relaxing a disk performance
constraint with higher throughput disk.
Then we study pipeline characteristics from resource usage
perspective. Figures 5 show each resource usage (i.e. CPU,
Disk, Memory, and Network) focusing on a node when
running benchmark over twelve nodes. (a) of the figures
represents the metrics in 3K-IOPS and (b) in 20K-IOPS
respectively. Each resource usage graph also has a map onto
the Spark jobs where they run. In 3K-IOPS case while running
jobs 0 and 1, disk read/write bandwidth reached up to the
limit, around 45 MB/sec in total. In contrast, the 20K-IOPS
case utilized around 300 MB/sec and it still has a bandwidth
capacity up to the 20K-IOPS limitation. We can see the
limitation from how much wait time accounts for in CPU
usage graph as well; Utilizing 3K-IOPS accounts for 20-40%
in wait while running jobs 0 and 1, but 20K-IOPS does not. We
can also observe an interesting characteristics in disk usage;
read operation happens only in job 0 and 1. In other words, the
later jobs do not read data from HDFS, but read from shuffle
write data stored in memory as a file cache. As shown in the
memory usage graphs, file cache occupies over half of memory
in both scenarios. Job 3, the final phase in MarkDuplicate,
starts utilizing all resources evenly, but especially consumes
a huge amount of heap memory and network for shuffling
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TABLE III
S YSTEM SETUP TIME

TABLE II
B REAKDOWN ANALYSIS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF S PARK J OB
Job
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

HDFS
input
154GB
154GB
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HDFS
output
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shuffle
read
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498GB
522GB
262GB
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shuffle
write
226GB
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-

GATK
pipeline
Read+MarkDup
Read+MarkDup
Read+MarkDup
Read+MarkDup
BQSR
HaplotypeCaller
HaplotypeCaller
HaplotypeCaller

data between executors. Job 4 has similar characteristics to
job 3. Job 7, the last pipeline in HaplotypeCaller, does not
read/write data from/to disk but highly utilizes CPU and
network instead. In summary, MarkDuplicate is categorized
as disk I/O intensive, BQSR as disk and network intensive,
and HaplotypeCaller as CPU and network intensive.
C. Analytics Infrastructure at Rutime
Next we evaluate performance from a different angle; we
investigate how much time is required to set up a genome
analysis system on a cloud, such as instance start-up, software
installation, and genome data loading time to HDFS. Most
previous works assume that Spark and Hadoop are already
available, but it is important to keep minimizing resource usage
on a cloud in terms of cost reduction [6]. An ideal situation is
that we construct genome analysis pipeline at runtime, and
then deallocate the system after finishing all pipelines. So
we evaluate an analytics system setup time from scratch to
understand how practical it is.
Table III shows how much time is spent in each phase.
We used Terraform to set up infrastructure, which can help
provisioning volumes and instances easily on a cloud. We
also prepared a VM image that has already included Spark
and Hadoop jars. The data loaded into HDFS is stored in
local on the driver node. As shown in the table, provisioning
infrastructure does not take so much time, so it is trivial
compared to the entire pipeline computation time. However,
data loading time is quite large. It takes about 30 minutes in
our test. This cost is dominant in the entire pipeline, since
it takes 45 minutes to finish the computation pipeline on a
twelve node cluster with 20K-IOPS disk as shown in figure
3. Although the transfer time and speed depend on the disk
or network bandwidth, it might not be negligible if we copy

elapsed time

create
volumes
56 sec

create
instances
2.5 mins

load data
into HDFS
30 mins

vast mounts of genome data into HDFS every time when we
deploy a new system at runtime.
IV. C HALLENGES AND A PPROACHES
In this section, we summarize what challenges still remain
to be optimized in genome analysis pipeline on a cloud,
based on the results and workload characteristics shown in the
previous section. We also explain what approaches we can use
do tackle those remaining challenges, especially for relying on
a strategy of decoupling compute and storage.
A. Storage Elasticity
Challenge: As shown in the figure 4 and table II, each
pipeline has different resource usage patterns and characteristics, such as CPU-intensive or data-intensive, and this tendency
often causes resource waste. We hypothoesize that by modeling the pipelines we can flexibly utilize resources. But with
the current analytics system, it would be difficult to achieve
this degree of elasticity, because a typical analytics system
(i.e. Spark with HDFS) requires tightly coupled compute with
storage. This collocation concept is always effective to achieve
the best performance with an on-premise system, however, it is
difficult to scale compute and storage independently. To take
full advantage of modern cloud elasticity, genome analysis
pipeline should be also decoupled from compute and storage
to reduce cost and achieve high scalability.
Moreover, data copying is another potential overhead as
shown in the table III. If we continuously execute genome
analysis pipelines on an analytics system for an extended
period, data loading time to HDFS might be negligible. However, HDFS architecture does not expect to scale or descale
underlying nodes frequently so we cannot avoid restructuring
HDFS. Otherwise we might accept consuming unnecessary
resources if workload size and demands are changing.
Approach: Object storage architecture can overcome the
limit of storage scalability. In addition, we can delegate storage
durability and availability to cloud. Even though object storage
is not a file system, it would be applicable if it can reduce cost
and achieve sufficient performance compared to HDFS.
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Fig. 6. Overall Design for GATK with Cloud Object Storage

C. Design and Implementation
B. Compute Elasticity

Challenge: Besides storage elasticity, compute elasticity
might help to dynamically adjust the resource usage to our
genome workloads. As shown in the Figure 4, required resources and core scalability characteristics are different in
each job. Similar to the storage elasticity, we might be able
to reduce unnecessary compute resource as well. This result
indicates that GATK pipelines have a potential capability to
accept different size of resources for each execution stage.
Approach: Execution runtime and framework supports are
mandatory to schedule resource dynamically. Spark provides
a dynamic resource allocation feature to adjust resource usage
that our workloads consume. Based on resource request or remove policy, Spark scheduler increases or decreases additional
executors. On the other hand, many applications including
GATK are containerized recently, so it is natural to consider
running on an orchestration framework such as Kubernetes.
Cloud workflow engines (such as Kubeflow and Argo) are
intended to manage data pipeline in a Kubernetes native way.
Thus, it is important to redesign an overall pipeline and
think how we can accelerate pipeline performance on these
systems with minimal resources. We do not have enough space
to discuss compute elasticity, so we only focus on storage
elasticity here, but we plan to integrate it with GATK as a
future work.

Figure 6 describes a new overall design for GATK integrating with COS to achieve cloud elasticity. Instead of HDFS, we
enhanced GATK to read/write genome dataset from/to COS.
To realize this design, we enable Stocator [14] in Spark. Since
GATK and required libraries that heavily depend on HDFS,
we modified them to access objects from the GATK analysis
pipeline.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Scalability: GATK with Cloud Object Storage
First we evaluate performance scalability of GATK with
COS while changing the number of nodes and cores similar
to GATK with HDFS. As we discussed in the section III-A,
we still need to utilize local disk even in a COS scenario
because Spark requires it to manage shuffle data. Thus, we
prepare two evaluation scenarios in COS as well as in HDFS;
COS (3K-IOPS) utilizing 3K-IOPS disk for Spark shuffle and
COS (20K-IOPS) utilizing 20K-IOPS disk. Unlike previous
experiment where disk bandwidth is shared between Spark
shuffle and HDFS I/O, the disk bandwidth is almost entirely
used by Spark shuffle.
Figure 7 shows core scalability on COS and HDFS, and
plots speedup ratio with twelve nodes. In the case of two
nodes, the entire pipeline takes 340 minutes, 373 minutes, 252
minutes, and 241 minutes on COS (3K-IOPS), HDFS (3KIOPS), COS (20K-IOPS) and HDFS (20K-IOPS) respectively.
In the 3K-IOPS scenario, COS is always around 10% faster
than HDFS, and the execution time with twelve nodes was 63
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and 68 minutes in COS and HDFS. On the other hand, COS is
always slightly worse than HDFS in the 20K-IOPS scenario;
the performance gap between them was 5% in two nodes test,
but it accounted for 24% in twelve nodes test, and the elapsed
time in COS and HDFS were 57 and 46 minutes. We will
discuss why this drawback exists later.
As for the resource usage shown in Figure 8, we can see
several notable characteristics compared to the result with
HDFS. For example, disk bandwidth is consumed only by
shuffle write. Additionally, jobs 0 and 1 finished within 7
minutes even though it took 28 minutes with 3K-IOPS HDFS.
That is because network throughput is much larger than disk
IO throughput.
B. Optimization for GATK with Cloud Object Storage
Next, we investigate why this slowness is noticeable with
COS (20K-IOPS). Figure 9 shows the breakdown analysis
that shows how much time each job spends on the scaling
test with a 20K IOPS disk. As shown in the graph, Spark
job performance is almost the same between HDFS and COS,
but COS has an additional part, writing to COS phase. This
additional overhead takes around 10 minutes to save a final
VCF file output into COS. This is a constant that does not
depend on the node scale but on the finalized data size. As a
result, the speedup ratio becomes gradually worse in the twelve
node test since this constant cost is relatively dominant in the
full computation, even though the pipeline computation part
itself is competitive with HDFS.
Why does COS have this overhead when HDFS does
not? The reason comes from the difference in the supported
Hadoop FileSystem API between HDFS and COS. Figure 10
shows a diagram and operational flow of the final phase in
a variant searching pipeline. Blue, orange, and green lines
represent original flow using HDFS, original flow using COS,
and optimized flow using COS without any concat operation
respectively. The last stage of job 7 manages a large number

of reducer tasks that generate a piece of the final VCF file,
and then persist them into HDFS or COS. After finishing job
7, the GATK main driver explicitly calls a concat operation
in Hadoop FileSystem API which merges them into a single
file. HDFS implements all operations including concat, which
can complete the concat operation without any copies inside
or outside the cluster. An HDFS client has the capability to
read these pieces as a file at runtime, so it does not need
to physically merge them into one. As a consequence, this
concat operation finishes immediately in HDFS. On the other
hand, an object storage connector to COS does not implement
the concat operation in its Hadoop compatible file system.
Although the object storage connector imitates a Hadoop
FileSystem, it is essentially not easy to support all APIs due
to the difference of backend storage implementation and a
general limitation existing in S3 compatible object storage
system. As a result, the GATK main driver performs error
handling; it copies all pieces into the local driver first, merges
them into a final VCF file, then pushes it back to an object in
COS. Thus, this additional constant data copying overhead in
the finalization phase always exists in GATK with COS.
We have several possible approaches to eliminate this overhead. One approach is to modify GATK internal code to stop
calling concat. Another approach is for the object storage
connector to simply pass through concat operations without
raising errors. In both approaches, a client must understand
how to read these pieces, but it can suppress unnecessary data
copy. We also implemented code to skip this file merge process
to demonstrate how to reduce this overhead. As a result, by
using all of these techniques, the performance of COS tests can
be uniformly reduced by 10 minutes in the final sink phase;
COS (3K-IOPS) is 28% faster than HDFS (3K-IOPS), and
COS (20K-IOPS) shows almost same performance in HDFS
(20K-IOPS).
C. Cost: Price Per Performance
Finally, we compare actual costs between COS and HDFS
in our scenarios. Figure 11 compares costs while changing
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node scaling and disk configurations. We calculate total cost
based on a public price list and then divide it by elapsed time.
The First scenario focuses on pipeline computation time only,
represented with solid lines. COS always achieves better cost
performance than HDFS with 3K-IOPS disk. While utilizing
20K-IOPS disk, HDFS outperforms COS due to the difference
in elapsed time for entire pipeline execution. Comparing 3KIOPS with 20K-IOPS, cost performance in 3K-IOPS is 15 60% better than 20K-IOPS. This is because 20K-IOPS is 10x
more expensive than 3K-IOPS.
The Next scenario compares COS with HDFS when eliminating a concat overhead in OCS and loading all data into
HDFS, represented with dotted lines. If we start from data
loading phase into HDFS, analytics pipeline must wait to
complete all data transfer. Moreover, we cannot load data
before starting the cluster. Therefore, we appended the additional transfer time (i.e. 30 minutes) to the elapsed time
in HDFS result. In COS result, we can manage data transfer
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addition, COS results include the optimization which removes
an additional data sink overhead (i.e. 10 minutes). In a such
situation, as a result, it can achieve up to 67% cost savings
with 3K-IOPS disk, and up to 61% cost savings with 20KIOPS disk on twelve nodes.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we investigate the performance characteristics
of GATK using Spark with HDFS and identify scalability
issues on a modern cloud. Based on a quantitative analysis,
we introduce a new approach to utilize cloud object storage
in GATK instead of HDFS, which helps decouple compute
and storage. We demonstrate how this approach contributes to
performance scalability and cost saving in a cloud. We also
reveal an existing overhead when utilizing cloud object storage
in current GATK. By mitigating this performance issue, we
finally confirm GATK using COS can achieve a 28% performance improvement over than HDFS while using a slower but
inexpensive disk, and completely the same performance with
HDFS using a faster but more expensive disk. Moreover, we
show that it can achieve up to 67% cost savings to complete
all genome analysis pipeline including data loading time into
HDFS.
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